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BRIAN FOLEY speaks to heritage contractors and discovers a deep satisfaction
working on projects with important historical significance.
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‘‘

THIS IS A PROJECT I’VE WAITED MY WHOLE LIFE FOR

The Shelbourne Hotel is
a “once in a lifetime”
project, says Dermot
Collier

F

or Dermot Collier it’s the project of
his dreams. “It’s a great honour to be
chosen to complete this project,” he
says. The project in question is, of
course, the restoration of the world
famous Shelburne Hotel.
“This is a project I’ve waited my
whole life for,” adds Dermot, who is
managing director of Acol. “The fact
is we beat main contractors for the job, the client
went straight to a heritage specialist,” he says.
Like all heritage projects, the Shelbourne
Hotel presents its own challenges. The work
includes: sympathetic cleaning and repointing
(tuck pointing) of 99,480 bricks; restoration and
replacement where required of 260 sash windows,
including 14 Dormer windows; and the restoration
and replacement of 170 chimney pots, including
36 pots on one stack, possibly Ireland’s largest
chimney.
There is also the fact that while the Acol team is

’’

on site the hotel remains open for business.
The current project has its roots back in the
winter of 2010/2011 – the big freeze – which
caused parts of the hotel façade to literally fall
away.
“We assessed the building and roof, and
developed a restoration plan with conservation
architect Alistair Lindsay,” explains Dermot.
In 2014, Shelbourne Hotel approved the
restoration plan and a 12-month restoration
contract began onsite in February 2015.
“Is there a better example of heritage
construction in action?” asks Dermot. “The
Shelbourne is an iconic building and we’re
delighted the project will be completed in time for
the 1916 celebrations.”
Speaking about the Register of Heritage
Contractors, Dermot says membership of the
register was essential to winning such a prestigious
project.
“It’s also a comfort for the client and design
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Justin McCarthy (left), managing
director of McCarthy &
Associates with Dermot Collier

MCCARTHY & ASSOCIATES –
PROJECT MANAGERS
“The last project I worked on that was
as highly ornate as the Shelbourne was
the Gresham Palace in Budapest,” says
Justin McCarthy, managing director of
McCarthy & Associates.
“I thought I’d never get another chance
like that – till the Shelbourne project came
along.”
With an impressive track record
working both on hotel projects and on
historically significant buildings in general,
McCarthy & Associates might seem like a
natural choice as project managers here.
“We also worked on Ashford Castle and
Killeen Castle and we are at Adare Manor
at the moment,” adds Justin.
“We understand hotels and how they
work,” he adds. “We also understand that
historical buildings are all quite unique in
their own ways.”
This of course means countering
unique challenges with practical
responses.
Take the brickwork at the Shelbourne
– what is known as wig and tuck pointing
is a cosmetic treatment to old, irregular
brickwork that was originally cast on-site.
It involves using two colours of lime
mortar, one being natural white and the
other being the colour of the actual bricks.
Other challenges included those
associated with the Roman Cement
mouldings. There were many layers of
paint on these.
“Areas that appeared to be solid literally
fell off into our hands, when we took the
paint off,” says Justin.
“Anything that didn’t fall out we had
to pin. Full sections or parts of sections
were remoulded and married into what
was good.
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“They were also pinned and the whole
lot was hand-crafted together.”
The nature of this work means that
decisions must be made on a daily basis
as things unfold.
“It is unlike other projects in that you
can’t always plan too far ahead in the
same detail as you might at other times,”
says Justin.
“We refer to the Shelbourne as ‘The Old
Lady and she tells her own story at her
own pace.
“Both ourselves as project managers
and the design team have to respond as
the challenges present themselves and
we have to respond sympathetically.
“There isn’t a week that goes by where
you are not responding to challenges as
they are discovered.”
At the end of the day McCarthy &
Associates act as leaders for the entire
team.
“We sit down every week with the
design team and contractor and meet
separately with the hotel representatives
and we manage the disruption process
between the hotel and contractors,” says
Justin.
Meanwhile, members of the project
management and design team are on the
scaffold at the Shelbourne every single
day.
“It is challenging but very, very
rewarding work,” says Justin.
“It is work you don’t come across on a
regular basis.”
And as for the work of the Irish
professionals on the Shelbourne project,
Justin is extremely happy:
“I was very impressed by the skills of
everyone on the team,” he says.
“Everyone involved should be really
proud of themselves – they’ve done a
fantastic job!”

L&M Keating staff
working at the
Castlefore Weir
team to known you have the experience.”

STAND BACK

For Lorchan Hoyne from L&M Keating, heritage
contracting is about understanding the project.
“You have to think about what you’re doing,”
he says. “The instinct in construction is simply to
‘get the job done’ but in heritage you need to stand
back and assess what is required.”
According to Lorchan much of the work is done
before moving on site. “It takes time to understand
what the client and design team want,” he says.
“The big challenge is that much of the scope is
educated guess work. Until you take off the plaster
you can’t be 100% sure.”
Heritage engineering is another important
speciality L&M Keating offer to clients. An
example is the Portumna Bridge, spanning the
River Shannon on the border between Counties
Galway and Tipperary.
Both bridges consist of three 30m span
steel superstructures with concrete deck slabs.
The works included the full shot blasting and
repainting of both structures under complete
environmental enclosures, the structural repair of
defective steelwork and the waterproofing of the
reinforced concrete carriageway slab.

STAFF

A fact of life for many working in the construction
sector is the move to sub contracting. In the
heritage sector that can be problematic as essential
skills training is lost as staff are let go.
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This L&M Keating project involved
the partial demolition, rebuilding,
extension and complete renovation
and refurbishment of the Limerick
Gallery of Art.

CARBON GROUP
Tom Kelleher, technical sales
manager with Carbon Group
is clearly passionate about the
Shelbourne project.
“This is a very prestigious
contract for Carbon to be
involved on,” he says.
Carbon Group’s head
office is in Cork and its
Dublin branch is the coatings
specialist division.
They are specifiers and
agents for International
industrial paint and Rustoleum/Mathys specialist
systems.
Of the Shelbourne project,
Tom explains that the brief
here was to provide coatings
for the Roman stucco cement
mouldings on the exterior to
the Kildare Street and Saint
Stephen’s Green frontage of
the historic building.
These areas were subject
to a lot of attention during the
project and contribute to the
building’s unique appearance
and character.

“The specification
requirements were for a
breathable, waterproof,
elastomeric coating,” says Tom.
“The coating had to be
flexible enough to move with
the expansion and contraction
of heat and cold.
“We proposed a Rustoleum / Mathys Murfill system
to cover all requirements.
Preparation involved removal of
all existing paint and repairs by
ACOL Ltd.
“Dermot’s applicators
stripped all the old coatings
and did the required repairs
and there was a clear primer/
sealer called Mathys Pegafix
put on, followed by Murfill WP
system finish in Cream.”
At the end of the day Tom
Kelleher is clearly very pleased
to have been a part of this
project.
“Dermott’s enthusiasm
for the work and attention to
detail is infectious,” he says.
“I spoke about nothing else
but the Shelbourne project for
months!”

‘‘

YOU DEVELOP A
SENSE OF APPRECIATION
FOR THE SKILL LEVELS
OF THOSE WHO WERE
INVOLVED IN THE ORIGINAL
CONSTRUCTION

’’

“As much as possible we use our own guys, or bring in sub
contractors that are tried and tested,” says Lorchan.
“You need to be able to trust sub contractors. For instance,
lime is crucial in heritage contracting - it’s such a volatile
substance – so you need guys who know how to handle it.
“That’s a key aspect of heritage contracting, you need to
have those people you can trust.”

KILCAWLEY CONSTRUCTION

As a company Kilcawley Construction – one of Ireland’s
longest established contracting companies – has a lot of
experience in the heritage area and has been involved in a
number of high profile buildings.
Over more than eight decades the company has built and
worked on many landmark projects and many of the latter
would fit comfortably under the umbrella term: “heritage
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‘‘

IN HERITAGE
YOU NEED TO STAND
BACK AND ASSESS
WHAT IS REQUIRED

’’

works”.
Kilcawley has been involved in Sligo
Cathedral, Gillooly Memorial Hall and
Hazelwood House in Sligo to name just
a few.
Of this area of work, managing
director Brendan Henry – whose son
Brendan Junior is now also very involved
in this aspect of the business – explains
that there can be many challenges but
that it is also very rewarding.
Brendan points out the need to be very
conscious of and sympathetic to existing
finishes that are in place.
Having good staff is crucial of course.
You need good masons and carpenters
and plasterers, for example.
“You need good tradespersons who are
familiar with this type of work and with
the materials such as lime mortar,” adds
Brendan. “This is very important.”
The good news is that the skills are still
there albeit that those involved do tend to
be towards the older end of the spectrum
sometimes.
Meanwhile sourcing can be a challenge
of course. There are salvage yards out
there to help but matching existing items
and materials can be difficult at times,
notes Brendan.
“Off and on we have to reproduce work

Kenmare Church, Kerry,
undergoing refurbishment

TRADITIONAL LIME COMPANY
Founder of the Traditional Lime
Company Ed Byrne has been working
with Dermot Collier for 15 years.
“He would be one of our most high
profile customers because of projects
like the Shelbourne,” says Ed, who was
one of the first in Ireland to go in for what
is called “architectural salvage”.
After becoming the first person ever
to do an English Heritage Master Class
in West Dean College in Chichester, a
friend, the conservation architect John
Ashurst observed that no one in Ireland
was importing natural hydraulic lime
commercially.

John recommended Ed to St. Astier
and the rest, as they say, is history.
At the Shelbourne they have been
using a product called Vicat Prompt.
Vicat Prompt “is the ultimate in hydraulic
limes/natural cement,” says Ed.
“Invented in the late eighteenth
century it was called Roman Cement.
This is what was used originally on the
Shelbourne,” explains Ed.
The “father of hydraulic lime”
in France was a man called Vicat
– hence the name, says Ed who is
clearly passionate about his area of
specialisation!
Modern product might be more
refined or consistent because of the

production methods used although these
have remained largely the same, adds
Ed.
Essentially there is an unbroken line in
France back to 1820 when the French
first started making this product.
Clear advantages include longevity
and purity and the product is waterproof
and quick-binding.
One of the aspects of working with
Vicat Prompt is that it sets very quickly,
stresses Ed.
“You really have to get across to
people how quickly it sets,” he stresses.
“Everything has to be done within the
specified setting times.”
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ADVANCE GLAZING
With over 260 windows to refurbish,
sash window specialists and restorers
Advance Glazing had a big role to play in
restoring the Shelbourne to glory.
This is a major success story. At one
point it was actually thought that the
windows were not salvageable, recalls
company director Thomas Deery, who
had worked for the Shelbourne doing
repair work before becoming involved in
this project.
Though based in County Louth
Thomas says that they will normally carry
out this sort of work on a client’s site
when possible.
This is particularly the case where
there is a time factor involved.
On the Shelbourne project, Advance
Glazing set up a workshop across the
road on Kildare Street and this became
the centre of operations.
“All we had to do was take the
windows across the street and put them

MCFARLAND ASSOCIATES
“Cathodic protection is an electrochemical
treatment which arrests the corrosion
process of steel in concrete,” explains
the general manager with McFarland
Associates, Enda McKenna.
“We were asked to investigate and
provide remedial recommendations for
the corroding steel channels within
the upper external elevations of the
structure at the Shelbourne,” says
Enda.
“The corrosion of the embedded
steelwork was generating sufficient
stresses to the cover concrete
to cause the cracking which
would ultimately have resulted in
delamination and spalling.
“We undertook a series of tests
on the concrete and found that it
contained clinker material which was
very porous in nature and was fully
carbonated to the level of steel, thus
offering little corrosion protection.
“We decided that the best course
of action was to install a hybrid
cathodic protection system to arrest
any corrosion going forward.”
The installed anodes were given
a burst of current from a temporary
12V power source for approximately
10 days and then they were

on the benches,” says Thomas. “Then
we stripped the old paint off and got to
work.”
This work generally involved repairing
or replacing any rotten or damaged
parts, including glazing bars and glass,
then sanding, priming, painting and
reinstalling.
That may sound simple but this is
specialist work.
“We have six full-time people working
on this,” says Thomas. “They are all
carpenters by trade but many had never
worked on a sash window before they
started with me.”
As for the main problems encountered
in this sort of work, these often involve
rot, says Thomas and there are often
legacy issues from various repairs
carried out over the years.
This is not surprising perhaps – in
the case of these windows at the
Shelbourne, ninety per cent are over
a hundred and fifty years old, says
Thomas.

connected directly to the steel to corrode
preferentially to the steelwork, explains
Enda.
“The system was designed to offer
protection of one hundred years,” adds
Enda.
McFarland Associates also installed
a monitoring system whereby they can
assess the situation remotely.
Trigger values have been set so that if

from years ago,” he says, “but we try
to buy material in.”
In relation to aspects such as
working on cornices the team could
be involved in reproducing the
existing work but with materials like
slates it is usual to try to source them
if possible.
Meanwhile, there are a lot of good
specialist contractors out there who
are dealing with things like sash
windows, for example, notes Brendan.
One result of working on historic
buildings, says Brendan is that you
develop a sense of appreciation for the
skill levels of those who were involved
in the original construction.
It is a nice area to be involved in,
he says and it gives a great insight
and appreciation to what was
accomplished years ago.
“There was no high-tech
machinery, then – it was all by hand.
These were marvellous tradesmen,”
says Brendan. C
Additional reporting by Martin
Foran

something unexpected happens in the
future, texts or emails can be sent to
nominated personnel.
“It was a challenging project in that we
were well aware of the structure’s historical
prominence in Ireland,” says Enda.
“This meant that any system installed
had to be fully embedded and require little
or no future maintenance.”

Installed anodes at the
Shelbourne Hotel
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REGISTER OF HERITAGE
CONTRACTORS EXPLAINED
There is growing awareness of the social and economic importance of
conserving our built heritage of urban and rural areas, writes JEANETTE MAIR,
CIF Executive and manager of the Register of Heritage Contractors.

T

here is an ever-increasing demand for main and specialist
heritage contractors who have the knowledge and skills
to conserve and restore the wide range of structures and
sites in Ireland. The success of any project is reliant on the
knowledge, experience, competence, general attitude and
approach of the contractor who carries it out. The skills of
the craftsmen and effective organisation of the work are
essential.
The Register of Heritage Contractors, which was
established following initial research and development under
the EU Adapt initiative in 2000, provides an accredited list of
such competent main contractors and specialist contractors in
the field of built heritage conservation. The register is overseen
by an independent board comprised of senior figures from the
construction industry, the professions, third level institutions
and conservation bodies (Construction Industry Federation,
Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland, Office of Public
Works, The Heritage Council, Irish Georgian Society, Limerick
Institute of Technology, Department of Arts, Heritage and the
Gaeltacht, Fingal County Council).
The board works to ensure that all heritage projects in the
fields of conservation and restoration meet the highest quality
standards. Heritage contractors are assessed against prescribed
standards by an assessment committee, which reports to the
main board. Requirements for registration include; prior
validated experience, business/industry requirements, and the
requirement for annual renewal and continuous professional
learning and development. All registered contractors are
required to observe a Code of Ethics. The Register of Heritage
Contractors thus represents an increasingly regarded quality
standard for contracting within the field of conservation and
restoration (heritage) projects.
Corresponding to the category(ies) for which registration
is sought, an applicant must provide three project references
for work(s) completed during the previous five years and
corresponding letters of acceptance or declarations of
completion or attestations of satisfactory execution. Project
references must include:
t %FUBJMFEQIPUPHSBQIJDFWJEFODF CFGPSFBOEBęFS PGXPSLT
completed.
t 3FQPSUPGBQQSPYJNBUFMZ XPSETPOXPSLTDBSSJFEPVU
on projects, demonstrating awareness of good conservation
practice, for example a brief method statement can be
included.
t "RVBMJĕFEQSPGFTTJPOBMTIBMMTJHOUIFQSPKFDUSFGFSFODF
forms; this must be a Grade 1 or Grade 2 conservation
architect, engineer or building surveyor.
t "OBQQMJDBOUTIPVMEBMTPBJNUPEFNPOTUSBUFQPJOUT B UP
(i) below in each reference project submitted:
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(a) Demonstrate careful research and preparation for
conservation works. Practical evidence of this should be
submitted;
(b) Demonstrate an understanding of the value of materials being
conserved, both physical quality and cultural value;
(c) The conservation principle of minimum intervention and the
concept of adding to a structure and only taking something
away when it is absolutely necessary;
(d) Competence of technical execution of works;
(e) No damage done to the surroundings – capable of taking care;
(f) Understanding the difference between restoration and
conservation. Restoration faithful to original in replacement
works, e.g. re-slating;
(g) Demonstrate capacity to collaborate to devise appropriate
works, during the course of the project, say, with briefing
relevant specialist heritage sub-contractors;
(h) Demonstrate knowledge of the market for specialist skills and
materials or components; and
(i) To accept or propose changes of methodology required to
minimize intervention due to unanticipated site conditions,
or, to have the capacity to do things more than one way.
Registered heritage contractors are advantaged when it comes to
tendering for heritage work not only by virtue of their registered
status but also by the level of traditional skilled personnel inhouse.
Government investment in this sector is beginning to mirror
the long held view of the heritage contracting industry itself,
which is that targeting investment in this skilled sector results in
the creation of sustainable construction jobs and contributes to
economic regeneration. Furthermore, jobs created in conservation
tend to be locally based in small to medium sized enterprises and
are spread evenly across the country.
Support for traditional building and conservation skills is
essential to the on-going repair of our built heritage. And it
is widely acknowledged that the economic recession severely
impacted construction to the extent that the industry now faces a
serious skills deficit.
If you are interested and would like to have an informal discussion
with regard to heritage registration, please contact Jeanette Mair,
Manager of the Register of Heritage Contractors, CIF by Tel: 014066035 or Email: jmair@cif.ie. For clients, a full list of Registered
Heritage Contractors is available on the register’s dedicated website.
Further information, news and events, together with applications
forms and guidelines, is also available on the website: www.
heritageregistration.ie.
CIF Training Course: ‘Conservation Theory for Heritage
Contracting’ will take place on 28th January 2016. To book:
http://cif.ie/training-and-development/building-regulationstraining-courses.html C
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CONSERVING OUR
NATIONAL HERITAGE

King John’s Castle, Limerick. A
recent L&M Keating project.

With an industry wide emphasis for new buildings and the quality of construction
and compliance with regulation, it is important that current levels of conservation
skills and the future need for conservation training are also in focus.

T

here is an ongoing need for experienced
contractors, sub-contractors and specialist
craftspeople to maintain and conserve our
heritage buildings. Throughout the recession
in the building industry many firms have
struggled to retain staff and, critically, to bring
new apprentices through into the sector.
Last year, the first formal apprenticeship
courses in stonemasonry and stonecutting
commenced with training, through SOLAS, for
the Office of Public Works and the enthusiasm
of the apprentices in our six depots around the country is
very positive for the future.
Other trades have apprenticeship programmes but there
are still significant gaps. Though the many fine copper
and lead domes that enhance the skyline of our cities
point to a strong tradition in metal roofing and while
there are a number of competent firms in the sector the
overall standard needs to be improved. The fact there is no
accredited training in roofing and metalwork in Ireland
has to be addressed.
Government, educators and employers need to work
together to manage the balance between conservation and
new build to maintain a sustainable competent workforce
for the future. In this regard the grouping of heritage
contractors within the Construction Industry Federation
has promoted an awareness of the knowledge required
and potential for skills development across not just main

contractors but also many subcontractors.
The Heritage Contactors Registration Board recently
hosted a gathering of industry representatives with many
of the leading mechanical and electrical subcontracting
firms. Not only did these firms very much appreciate
the role they can play in preserving the character of
the building they are working on, they also expressed
frustration at a perceived lack of appreciation of the need
for innovative approaches in specification documentation.
Service installations are necessary insertion into
our historic and cultural buildings so that they can be
protected as well as visited by the public. There needs to be
an exchange of knowledge and experience between both
conservation professionals and the construction industry.
Ingal Maxwell chairman of the Council on Training
in Architectural Conservation (COTAC) speaking at
the ICOMOS annual lecture in Dublin Castle pointed to
the need for consultants, contractors and craftsmen to
have recognised levels of competency, which are updated
on an ongoing basis to ensure best practise. It is in all
our interests and in the interest of future generations
that the combined knowledge of all involved required
in conservation projects is utilised to the fullest extent
possible.
John Cahill is Assistant Principal Architect in the Office of
Public Works, with responsibility for the maintenance and
conservation of national monuments, cultural institutions
and historic buildings. C
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HERITAGE CONTRACTING
– A VIEW FROM THE
HERITAGE COUNCIL
When I was doing some research on the historic buildings of Letterkenny, I
interviewed an older architect, who remembered the precise point (was it
around 1960? ) when craftsmen stopped talking about their work in terms of
pieces that they had completed, and began talking about it in terms of the
money they earned on a job, writes COLM MURRAY.

T

he Heritage Council has supported and participated on
the Board of the Register of Heritage Contractors since its
inception, because there are builders who are interested in
quality, and who want to wear their excellence as a badge
of honour. It is not a surprise that these builders gravitate
to conservation projects, which are complex, and therefore
interesting and rewarding. In conservation, quality matters to
the client and the architect, and its achievement is demanded
and recognised. Nor is it a surprise that the procedures
adopted by the Registration Board to assure the quality of its
members were available as a model for CIRI when the wider
building industry needed them.
Building control legislation, commenced in March 2014,
demands that the owner of every building must ensure that
‘competent’ personnel are utilised to carry out building works
and that the works are certified to conform to the Building
Regulations. The introduction of the legislation has been swift,
radical and remains controversial. The new model of regulation
and certification relies on client, designer and builder having
duties to demonstrate their competence, and the competence of
the people they employ. In this system, the State plays no role
in quality assurance – it is entirely privatised, or internalized
within the interaction of the principal actors and the providers
of insurance. With the emphasis on the competence of the
protagonists rather than the enforcement of standards by
outside agents with oversight, a quite different view of ‘quality
assurance’ is likely to emerge, based on liability and obligations.
In the Netherlands, it is proposed to do away with their
version of planning permission for works to what we would
call protected structures. This is made possible by a stable and
reliable system of building procurement, and tried and tested
training systems that ensure that the skills to maintain and reuse the Dutch building stock are available.
The current GCCC Form of contract is not fit for purpose
on conservation/heritage projects. This contract was developed
to transfer risk to the contractor in the context of larger
public works contracts. It may be effective in more normal
construction projects but is inequitable on conservation/
heritage projects. It produces an unfair system of tendering
where an experienced and knowledgeable contractor who prices
the works based on producing a quality-based result, cannot

compete in the market. Also, the new contract removed the Bill
of Quantities as a principal document and the opportunity to
utilise provisional sums for unforeseen works that inevitably
occur on these projects. The previous practice of ‘nominating’
specialist sub-contractors allowed for quality assurance through
better control for complex packages of works within the contract
based on quality rather than costs. This, too, is gone from the
current form of contract. A review of the new contract is ongoing to replace these necessary measures that make running
conservation works contracts equitable, efficient and effective.
The board’s achievement is all the more striking for not being
based on international models, but is innovative in European
terms. By tagging the companies which enter into contracts to
carry out works, with all the benefits and disadvantages that
that entails, it provides a quality marker at the point where
key decisions are made which will affect the outcomes of a
building project – does the firm which will tender on price
have the managerial and craft skills to do the job competently?
We still await an industry-wide skills card system, which must
inevitably come, but the Register provides an important source
of information on quality for now.
The Heritage Council has a Traditional Building Skills
Working Group, to respond to the challenges posed by
achieving quality in building conservation in contemporary
circumstances. It is currently running a ‘Train the Trainer’
project in conjunction with Building Limes Forum Ireland. The
intended outcome of the project is to develop a curriculum for a
training course in building lime technology, the tricky material
that is one of the most important components of traditional
buildings.
In conclusion, the achievement of quality in conservation
works is a combination of attention to (a) processes, and
(b) standards. Neither is sufficient alone. Quality is holistic,
and possibly, ultimately, aesthetic. In Ireland, this quality in
conservation works is most often achieved through the personal
ethical commitment of the chief specifier, site supervisor and
building contractor.
Colm Murray is Architecture Officer with the Heritage Council
and has been on the Board of the Register of Heritage Contractors
since 2006. C
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